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D A R T F O R D  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L 
 

POLICY OVERVIEW COMMITTEE 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Policy Overview Committee held on Tuesday 13 
December 2022 at 7.00 pm 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor S P Butterfill (Chairman) 
Councillor M I Peters (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor S H Brown 
Councillor R M Currans 
Councillor M J Davis 
Councillor K J Grehan 
Councillor P M Harman 
Councillor A S Sandhu, MBE 
 

 
ABSENT: 
 

Councillor E H Ben Moussa 
Councillor J Burrell 
Councillor L A Canham 
Councillor A Gaskin 
Councillor G R Holt 
Councillor D T Nicklen 
Councillor K Stealey 
Councillor Mrs R F Storey 
 

 
ALSO 
PRESENT: 

Cllr. R J Wells – Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Community Safety & Youth 

 Trish Chapman – Chairman, Dartford Housing Forum 
(Observer) 

 
Dartford Borough Council Officers 
 

 Peter Dosad – Director of Housing and Public 
Protection 

 Mark Salisbury – EARS Manager 
 Dave Thomas – Waste & Parks Manager 
 Richard Cherry – Enforcement Manager 
 Nick White – Senior Environmental Enforcement 

Officer 
 David Hook – Democratic Services Officer 

 
 

20. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
The Chairman welcomed Members, attending Officers and Mrs Trish 
Chapman, Chairman of the Council’s Housing Forum in her observer role. 
 
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors; Ben Moussa, 
Burrell, Canham, Gaskin, Holt, Nicklen, Stealey and Storey. 
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Members congratulated Cllr. Butterfill on her appointment as chairman of the 
committee for the remainder on the current 2022-23 municipal cycle. 
 

21. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

22. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE POLICY OVERVIEW 
MEETING HELD ON 6 SEPTEMBER 2022  
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Policy Overview Committee held on 6 
September 2022 be confirmed as an accurate record of those proceedings. 
 

23. URGENT ITEMS  
 
The Chairman confirmed that there were no urgent items for Members to 
consider. 
 

24. TO CONSIDER REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES (IF ANY)  
 
There were no references from other Committees for Members to consider.  
 

25. REGULATION 9 NOTICE [FORWARD PLAN] FOR THE PERIOD 11 
NOVEMBER 2022 TO 31 MARCH 2023  
 
  RESOLVED: 
 
That Members note the contents of the Regulation 9 Notice [Forward Plan] for 
the period 11 November 2022 to 31 March 2023. 
 

26. ENVIRONMENTAL ENFORCEMENT UPDATE REPORTS  
 
With the Chairman’s permission and on the understanding that both had been 
read, the EARS Manager advised Members that he would summarise the 
contents of both his reports and appendices together [agenda Items 7 and 8 
refer].  
 
Members were reminded that following initial Cabinet approval in March 2013  
and a subsequent assessment of the proposed enforcement measures, 
including an extensive and overwhelmingly supportive consultation exercise 
with the Dartford public and the Committee’s approval in November 2015 
[Min. No. 21 refers]; on 25 January 2016 Kingdom Services Group Limited 
(Kingdom), were appointed by the Council to implement a Litter Enforcement 
[pilot] Scheme (the Scheme) for an initial trial period of 6 months; to improve 
the quality and effectiveness of litter and dog fouling enforcement across the 
Borough, together with other waste crime offences that fell within the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990. 
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At the mid-point in that pilot scheme, the EARS Manager had commissioned a 
review undertaken by the Enforcement Manager. That review, followed by an 
open recruitment process, had informed the Cabinet’s decision on 2 June 
2016 [Min. No. 8 refers], to award Kingdom a three-year contract (with an 
optional 2 year extension) from January 2017. Following the success of that 
initial 5 year contract, a further three-year contract had been awarded to 
Kingdom/LA Support Limited [the latter being the local authority provider of 
Kingdom’s enforcement services] from January 2022.  
 
The Council’s independent Internal Audit service had examined the Scheme 
in July 2016 [DBC16-16/17] and submitted a ‘Substantial Assurance’ to the 
Audit Board in July 2016 [Min. No. 27 refers]. A further financial audit of the 
Scheme had taken place in February 2022 [DBC14-2122A refers], and 
concluded with a ‘Reasonable Assurance’ opinion, and that the performance, 
processes, procedures   and controls for the service were operating 
effectively.   
 
LA Support (Kingdom) and its 5 Dartford based Officers including a team 
leader, were now fully integrated into the working practices and required 
standards of the Council’s Litter Enforcement Scheme and Environmental 
Enforcement service. They provided a visible presence in the town centre, 
were linked by radio to the DTAC (Dartford Town against Crime) network 
providing information on recidivist shoplifters and helped in road traffic 
incidents. On behalf of the Council, Kingdom was authorised to issue Fixed 
Penalty Notices (FPNs) for offences under the relevant Environmental Crime 
Offences and Dog Fouling of Lands Acts [Cabinet Min. No. 75 of 2015 refers]. 
In 2019 Kingdom Services Group Limited novated to LA Support Limited (LA 
Support), and as part of an extended contract with the Council approved by 
Cabinet that October, LA Support (Kingdom) services were expanded to 
include enforcement of a range of additional offences such as, littering from 
vehicles, commercial (trade) waste, fly tipping, fly posting, graffiti and Public 
Space Protection Order (PSPO) breaches on behalf of the Council. In January 
2020 registered businesses in Dartford were reminded by letter of the 
requirement to have Trade Waste Agreements in place and that Waste 
Transfer Notices be available for inspection by Trade Waste Enforcement 
Officers on behalf of the Council. 
 
 
The Council’s tariff for FPNs was reasonable and significantly lower than 
those imposed by other local authorities across England. FPNs for litter were 
£75 and for dog fouling £50 [the latter set by legislation] with a 14 day 
payment period, before criminal proceedings were initiated. Cases involving 
serious hardship were deferred for 3 months, and offenders with obvious 
mental health issues treated on a discretionary basis. FPNs for trade waste 
and low-level fly tipping were £300 and for a PSPO (Public Space Protection 
Order) £100, with littering from vehicles, graffiti, fly posting and waste duty of 
care all subject to a £75 FPN. The Scheme paid for itself leaving the Council 
with zero financial risk and 30% of the FPN revenues to invest in the capital 
costs of its wider Environmental policy measures. 
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All of the additional Kingdom responsibilities listed above, had enabled DBC 
Officers in the Environmental Enforcement team to investigate and prosecute 
the more complex fly tipping offences. All were former Police Officers with 
high skill levels, which had enabled the Council to investigate between 300-
400 prosecutable cases per annum using both overt and covert CCTV 
cameras. In February 2021, in response to substantial and sustained high 
volume industrial level fly tipping at the Birchwood and New Barn Recycle 
areas, the Council had installed state of the art ANPR technology and ‘Waste 
Watch’ fly tip prevention and reduction overt cameras at both locations 
(financed through FPN revenues). As a consequence, fly tipping at both 
locations had been virtually eradicated [table para 3.16 agenda Item 7 refers].  
 
This successful Council initiative, the first by a local authority in England, had 
resulted in many Kent authorities seeking the Enforcement Managers advice, 
as Dartford continued to set the ‘gold standard’ in combating fly tipping in 
Kent. Those efforts had been recognised nationally, with the Enforcement 
Manager invited to make appearances on the BBC,  ITV, C4 and C5 detailing 
the Council’s successes, with a further appearance on the ITV scheduled for 6 
January 2023, further enhancing the Council’s profile and reputation in the 
process. In addition to the 2021 camera initiative, DBC Officers in the 
Council’s Environmental Enforcement Team had been instrumental in pulling 
together a ‘Pan-Kent’ intelligence sharing network to prevent and deter fly 
tipping. The network was coordinated by a dedicated analyst at KCC, and had 
resulted in enhanced information sharing processes leading to a more 
coordinated approach between boroughs and at county level to combat fly 
tipping.  
 
The Council had enjoyed a successful partnership with Kingdom/LA Support 
since 2016. The current contract to January 2025 contained an option to 
extend to 2027 which reflected the continued success of the current 
arrangements which, given the small number of repeat offenders, had 
effectively changed offender behaviour in the Borough regarding littering 
offences.  
 
In addition to the Scheme being self-financing in operational terms, the 
Council’s 30% share of FPN revenue was reinvestment to meet its Corporate 
Strategic Objectives of reducing Anti-Social Behaviour, increasing public 
perception of the Borough as a safe place to live and work, and to ensure a 
high quality street scene. In eight short years, the Council had progressed 
from a small in-house litter enforcement team, to a successful and expanding 
litter enforcement regime which set the standard for Kent. Led by the current 
Enforcement Manager (EM), highly skilled Council Officers undertook 
complex and detailed investigations of fly tipping, and Kingdom staff under the 
overall supervision of the EM, undertook the day to day enforcement of litter, 
dog fouling and other minor offences, helped by the Council’s Park Ranger 
team. In the last 18 months, the Council’s new policy of publically ‘naming and 
shaming’ convicted offenders had proved to be an increasingly effective 
deterrent.  
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In response to subsequent questions from Members the EARS and 
Enforcement Managers confirmed the following points: 
 

 Cameras were only installed at identified fly tipping ‘hot spots’, it was 
not permitted by law to install cameras at either end of a street or 
thoroughfare to monitor traffic flow; 

 Camera purchase and placement was also limited by the number of 
trained and experienced DBC staff to view the resultant footage; 

 Kingdom had the staffing numbers to view footage of low-level offences 
e.g. litter and dog-fouling, but only videoed the subsequent inter-action 
with the offenders to confirm the offence, they did not undertake 
surveillance operations; 

 Overt cameras with signage placed in the general area of the 
equipment [not next to cameras ] were the best route to deter and 
detect fly tipping; 

 Standard overt cameras could be used for number plate recognition but 
a witness statement would also be required to build a case for 
prosecution [given that only the police had access to vehicle licencing 
records]; 

 Waste Watch cameras installed at Crossways could be used as a 
‘quick fix’ for ANPR recognition but vehicle ownership remained the 
problem, with the Council required to apply via KCC to Kent Police for 
ownership details – a lengthy process with no guarantee of conviction 
at the end; 

 Waste Watch cameras were moveable but extraction/relocation of 
current overt cameras was more problematical. A review of the current 
camera regime was proposed in 2023; 

 Camera footage could be used in support of police action to prosecute    
drug offences. The Council’s Community Safety Partnership was a 
possible source of funding for cameras via a request from the Council’s  
Crime & Disorder (Overview & Scrutiny Committee); 

 Breaking down litter fines by Ward [for publicity purposes] was 
possible, but given the 3,000 annual litter offences was too labour 
intensive for the Council team and would not in any case give the 
nature of the offences, and ‘naming & shaming’ could be difficult in 
these minor cases. Council resources were best concentrated on 
known hot spots;  

 The basic data for cleared fly tips (repeat locations) from the Council’s 
contractor Urbaser [agenda item 8 Appendix B], contained too many 
disparate factors, including high staff turn-over and the urban/country 
differential, to allow any sensible extrapolations to be made; 

 Offending pupils were ‘named and shamed’ in school by visiting CSU 
Officers, but if under 16 years old could not be prosecuted. 

 
The Cabinet Portfolio Holder encouraged Members and residents to inform 
DBC Environmental Enforcement Officers /LA Support (Kingdom) Officers of 
the times and locations of repeat offences in their Wards, and to undertake 
walkabouts with Council Officers of litter hot-spots.  
 
The Chairman thanked the EARS Manager for his reports and congratulated 
the Environmental Enforcement team for providing an excellent well-managed 
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service, based on a sound self-financing model which also generated 
additional income to re-invest in the capital costs of the Council’s enforcement 
measures. 
 
 
  RESOLVED: 
 

1. That Members note the report and Appendix A, detailing the activities 
of and performance by LA Support Limited in connection with the 
Council’s Litter Enforcement Scheme [agenda Item 7 refers]; 
 

2. That Members note the report and Appendices A and B, detailing the 
activities of the performance by the Environmental Enforcement service 
in connection with the Council’s litter and enforcement regime and 
policies [agenda Item 8 refers]; 
 

3. That Members appreciation of and congratulations to the Council’s 
Environmental Enforcement service and LA Kingdom Officers be 
recorded in the Minutes.  

 
27. MANAGEMENT OF COUNCIL OPEN SPACES UPDATE  

 
The update report from the Waste & Parks Manager (WPM) advised Members 
that the background to the Council’s playgrounds and open spaces service 
[and the issues the service faced], remained as set out in his substantive 
report to the Committee of 20 July 2021 [attached as Appendix A to the 
update report]. 
 
The WPM summarised subsequent progress since July 2021 in the three key 
activity areas of playgrounds, trees/orchards/Meadows and Dartford 
Heath/Marshes as follows: 
 
PLAYGROUNDS 
 

 A refurbishment scheme had commenced in early 2022 and existing 
playgrounds at Queens Gardens, Darenth Country Park, and 
Jessamine Place had all now been completed; 

 An entirely new playground had been created at The Bridge; 
 Refurbishment of playgrounds at Hesketh Park and Worcester Park 

were underway and due for completion in February 2023; 
 Work on the new Buccaneer Bay playground in Central Park had 

commenced in November and was due to be completed in March 2023 
with many of the major components for construct ‘on-site’ already in 
place; 

 All refurbished and new playgrounds had been designed with 
accessibility as a top priority and included, wide gateways, level 
surfaces and pathways, ground level roundabouts and you & me 
swings. 

 
The WPM held regular meetings with the Leader and the Lead Member for 
Parks, Open Spaces & Heritage regarding ongoing works and proposals for 
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the second phase of the playgrounds refurbishment programme in the 2023-
24 fiscal year. An initial budget of £1M had been submitted for the 
refurbishment of a further 5-10 Council adopted playgrounds. If the budget 
was approved the Park’s team would be compiling a draft list of proposed 
sites based on current conditions and other factors.  
 
TREES, ORCHARDS and MEADOWS 
 
The Council’s formal tree planting process was now in its second year. During 
that time new orchards had been created at Hesketh Park, Swanscombe 
Park and Alamein Gardens. Seventy (70) new trees had been planted at 
various locations in the late Queen’s Green Canopy and some 50 trees in 
Central Park, mainly along the edge of the Bellway development. More tree 
planting was planned at various locations in Temple Hill, and the Park’s team 
were working with Wilmington Parish Council to create a new orchard at 
Oakfield Park. In total, some 18% of Dartford was covered with trees, which 
was high compared to many other Boroughs. The Council policy was to plant 
in batches of 10-70 trees, which would mature over a 5-10 year period to 
provide a permanent legacy for Dartford and its residents. 
 
Wildflower meadows were deemed equally important by the Council, and new 
meadows had been created at Hesketh Park as part of the new orchard, and 
at Darenth Country Park as part of the renewal of the old orchards. Further 
meadows were planned in 2023 at Binnie Road and Jessamine Place, and 
the closed cemetery at East Hill was in the process of being partly converted 
into a wildflower meadow, given its status as a site of great ecological interest.   
 
 
DARTFORD HEATH and DARTFORD MARSHES 
 
Following the major fires earlier in the year at both the Heath and in the 
Marshes, which had caused substantial damage at both sites, the Parks team 
were working closely with volunteers and the Community Service (via its 
‘Payback Scheme’), to undertake an estimated 2 year programme to restore 
both areas. In addition, in conjunction with the KFRS (Kent Fire & Rescue 
Service) firebreaks had been expanded as required. 
 
 
STONE PARK 
 
A new outdoor space/nature park was to be created at Stone on the land 
behind the new Stone School site. Several options were being considered, 
including the creation of a mountain bike/off road scrambling track for non-
motorised bikes. 
 
In concluding his update presentation the WPM suggested that he return to 
update the Committee in 2024 when the majority of the many proposed works 
would have been completed or substantially advanced, and the tree and 
meadow planting have matured. 
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In response to subsequent questions from Members the WPM confirmed the 
following principal points: 
 

 The Council planted semi-mature trees of about 1.5 metres in height to 
help combat rabbit and other animal damage prone to smaller less-
mature saplings. Mature and semi-mature trees had tripled in cost 
following the advent of the Green Agenda. The Council bought young 
trees which were then matured in a specially constructed nursery 
area in Darenth Country Park before planting, to both defray capital 
costs and avoid damage by wildlife; 

 The KFRS had attributed the fires at Dartford Heath to considerable 
amounts of broken glass found in the area, which in the exceptional 
and prolonged temperatures during the summer, had caused the fires 
through reflected sunlight. Arson was not suspected and to his 
knowledge, no arrests had been made regarding the fires; 

 It had been Council policy not to adopt playgrounds for some 20 years 
[report para 3.6 agenda p.42 refers] on cost grounds, and there was 
no requirement for the Council to adopt playgrounds. All 25 Council 
adopted playgrounds received regular inspection, cleaning and 
maintenance from the Council’s playgrounds’ contractor Continental 
Landscapes Ltd. However, the industry was particularly badly hit 
during COVID and slow to recover, and the Council’s current 
refurbishment scheme reflected that reality. Seven of the Council’s 
25 playgrounds had been refurbished with another 5-10 mooted for 
refurbishment in 2023-24 dependent on funding. Many other 
playgrounds in the Borough were either owned by Parishes or 
privately. New playgrounds were maintained by the developers 
funded by maintenance fees from home owners; 

 Residents had opposed the installation of a second set of swings in 
Queens Gardens but alternative equipment was being considered 
for installation in January 2023; 

 There was no set timeline for the proposed Stone Park development.  
Finances were in place and the construction process estimated at 2 
years; 

 Attractions at the new Buccaneer Bay facility in Central Park were 
made from durable and long-lasting metal and wood, with the 
attractions spaced out to give adults/carers of children good lines of 
sight between amenities with good disabled access. 

 
The Chairman expressed her thanks to the WPM for his update report and his 
positive responses to Members’ subsequent questions.  
 
She praised the Council’s initiative to invest in playgrounds, parks and 
wildflower meadows across the whole Borough. The Parks team’s initiative to 
invest in a tree nursery [as part of the Council’s tree planting scheme] was 
particularly noteworthy, and she asked that Members’ congratulations were 
passed to his team. 
 

28. CORPORATE PLAN PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 2022  
 
  RESOLVED: 
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That Members note the report on the second quarter returns on the Corporate 
Plan Performance Indicators as set out in detail in Appendix A to the report. 
 

29. COMMITTEE WORK PLAN UPDATE 2022-23  
 
The report from the Committee Co-ordinator reminded Members of the scope 
and purpose of the Committee’s Work Plan and its inter-relationship with the 
Council’s 2021-23 Corporate Plan. Details of the topics being scrutinised by 
the Committee in the current 2022-23 municipal cycle were set out in 
Appendix A to the report. 
 
Members were advised that the long-mooted presentation by the Ebbsfleet 
Development Corporation (EDC) was now scheduled for June 2023, together 
with the Chairman’s request for an update report on the Planet Dartford 
project, and how it fitted within the Council’s new environmental and green 
policies. 
 
The previous Chairman asked that Officers did their utmost to ensure that 
representatives of the relevant NHS body responsible for GP provision in 
Dartford attend the Committee’s meeting in March 2023 when NHS service 
provider’s traditionally presented their annual updates to the Committee. 
 
Post Meeting Note 
 
Exceptionally, in June 2022 (rather than March), Members had received 
‘Health Care Provision Updates (post-Pandemic)’ from all NHS and 
Partnership bodies providing health care to Dartford residents [Min. No. 7 
refers]. With regard to current and increased GP provision for Dartford, 
Members were advised that GP provision was no longer assessed at the local 
level by individual ICPs [e.g. Dartford, Gravesham & Swanley ICP], but at a 
County level under the auspices of the new Kent & Medway Integrated Care 
System [from July 2022]. Representatives of that Kent-wide body should be 
invited by Officers to update Members regarding GP provision going forward.    
 
  RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the report and Appendix A be noted; 
2. That the current Work Plan [Appendix A to the report] be updated to 

include the additional proposals for March and June 2023 as minuted 
above. 

    
 

The meeting closed at 8.25 pm 
 

 Councillor S P Butterfill 
CHAIRMAN 

 
 


